2001 mazda protege thermostat
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Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Mazda Protege. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: B. Catalog: N.
Catalog: C. Catalog: T. I have recently been having quite a few engine issues with my Mazda
Protege. Currently what is happening is that while the car is running, at idle, the heat sensor on
the dash starts to rise indicating that the engine is getting hot and the air conditioning turns off
the air coming through the vents is ambient temperature. While the car is in gear and in motion
this is not an issue and the faster the car is going freeway vs side streets the colder the air. I am
trying to figure out why this is happening, what might fix it, and about how much the fix will
cost. Other pertinent information: - the thermostat is only 3 months old has about miles on it the radiator is only 3 months old again, about miles on it - the AC system was charged when the
radiator was replaced, but due to overcharge the compressor would seize; this problem was
corrected about 2 months ago and the compressor has not been seizing since The problem
described above has only been happening for the past week. I was informed that the thermostat
would cycle on and off while the car was being operated in extreem heat. I currently drive the
car in Houston TX where temperatures have been consistently in the 90s since June and the
problem only started a week ago and happens regardless of the temperature outside 75 degrees, regardless. Any tips, hints, or ideas would be useful! Thank you! What you were told
about a thermostat cycling is pretty hokey and adding that to this alleged system overcharge it
sounds to me like whoever is doing this work probably should not be. I did check the fan as
soon as I could. While the temperature on the engine was rising I opened up the hood and
checked - the fan indeed was running. This, of course, was done on a safe spot off of the road
and while the car was in park - but the temp was still rising. The person who overcharged the
AC has not touched the car since. I brought it to a different mechanic hightly recommended;
excellent reviews who diagnosed that problem also, not the same person that had mentioned
the thermostat cycling. Any other thoughts? Thanks for the help! Skip to main content Menu.
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specific design Meets or exceeds all original equipment specifications Quality that you can trust
Validated for fit, form, and function Manufactured for the sealing repair environment. Features:
Meets or exceeds all original equipment specifications Manufactured for the sealing repair
environment Quality that you can trust Application specific design Validated for fit, form, and
function. Features: Meets or exceeds all original equipment specifications Manufactured for the
sealing repair environment Quality that you can trust Application specific design to ensure a
perfect fit Validated for fit, form, and function. Ishino Stone Thermostat Gasket. Beck Arnley
Thermostat Gasket. Aisin Thermostat Gasket. Facet Thermostat Gasket. Mahle Thermostat
Gasket. Victor Reinz Thermostat Gasket. Features: Each thermostat gasket is built to Meets or
exceeds all original equipment specifications Application specific design to ensure a perfect fit
Engineered and manufactured specifically for the repair environment Unsurpassed quality you
can trust Validated for fit, form, and function. Catalog: A. Vehicle Engine Mazda Protege.
Catalog: B. Catalog: C. Catalog: F. Catalog: H. Catalog: N. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
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Technologically advanced designs use bleed notches, check valves, and other methods to
assist in releasing air from the cooling system to ensure optimum performance and efficiency.
Quality construction ensures exact fit and a long, trouble-free life. Stainless steel pistons,
bridges, mounting flanges, and springs add strength and durability. ELAC heat motor provides
consistent response to the vehicle's cooling system needs. It's no wonder Stant is the original
equipment choice of many automakers. So why take chances with anything less? Buy the
world's best engineered thermostats from Stant. Stant is a world leader in the development and
manufacture of fuel and cooling system products. Stant designs and produces a variety of
consumer products including thermostats, radiator and coolant reservoir caps. Skip to main
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Temperature gauge seems to show it a bit higher temperature than old thermostat - posibly
higher than specifiedF. Celsius while driving, and up to 94C while waiting at traffic light change.
This is within specification. Something must be defective in Millenia design, since it is 2nd
replacement of thermostat in this ,miles. Never had to change thermostat for any other car, that
I owned. Although I'm not a big fan of Stant, I have had great results using this one in my RX8, it
keeps the temperature at perfect operating temperature range. The installed rubber seal on this
thermostat has never leaked, and installs easily Fit perfectly, had the car apart and back
together in about 15 minutes. Fixed the random overheating Fit like a charm on my Mazda
protege. I had this installed in my 05 mazda rx8 and its working great and almost a year later no
probs. I did not use any gasket or silicon chalk to seal this, I just used a generous amount of
silicon grease on the rubber o ring to seal it. Engine was overheating, this fixed the problem.
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